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Index Headings:  Geometrical Optics; Vision.

The purpose of this note is to point out a striking similarity between

the ellipsoid portion of retinal cone receptors and the design of an ideal

1)
light collector,   i.e. a non-imaging optical system with an f number = 0.5.

This similarity suggests that it may be useful to formulate a simple geo-

metrical optics model of the ellipsoid and discuss the directional acceptance.

properties of such a model in the hope of improving our understanding of

mechanisms contributing to the directional sensitivity of the retina.

The theory of ideal light collectors yields relations between the
2)

angular acceptance at the entrance aperture e . the ratio of diameters of
max-

Exit aperture to entrance aperture d2/dl and the over-all length L (See

Fig. 1).  The pertinent formulae are

d2/dl =  sine  ·                                                (1)max

i               and

L         =   (1/2)  (dl+d2)  cot  ax.                                                     (2)

It is well known that cone receptors in the retina are found in a

3)variety of shapes ranging from nearly cylindrical (dl  d2) to highly tapered

(dl 4 5 d2):  From the viewpoint of light collection, it is the latter that

are of most interest.  Therefore, we consider this case in some detail.

An example of a highly tapered cone cell is shown in Fig. 1, top4).  The

ellipsoid portion is well represented by the ideal light collector shown in

Fig.  1,  bottom. In Figure 1, the diameters dl ' d2 of the collector correspond

to the diameters of the inner and outer segments of the cone cell, while the

length of the ellipsoid corresponds to the collector length L.  To fit the

ellipsoid shape, we have .used 9n   413'. This value is compatible with theax 4

numerical aperture of the retinal receptor (See Appendix, Ref. 3).  In
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gdcl':i t4 on,   it is consistent  with the maximum angle of incidence allowed  by

the limit of the human exit pupil.
3)

The cone receptor differs from an ideal light collector in at least

two significant respects.  First, the boundry surface of the ideal col-

lector is reflecting for all angles of incidence, while the boundry sur-

face of the cone receptor which seperates the inside medium with higher

index of refraction n (inside) from the outside medium with lower index of

refraction n'(outside) is effective only by total internal reflection.  Hence

only rays in the angular range ec s a s Tr/2 are reflected efficiently

where a is the angle of incidence with respect to the inward normal and

t:  is the critical angle.  To see how this modifies the efficiency of an

ideal light collector, Fig. 2(curve B) shows the angular acceptance of the

light collector for ec. R;74'. This corresponds to n(inside)/n(outside) =
1.04 which is within the range of values reported in the literature.5   For

the purposes of this model, it is assumed that homogeneity and isotropic

properties exist in the light collector.  The same figure (curve C) shows how

the effective ·angular acceptance is bodified by taking into account the fact

that the probable orientation of the absorption axis of the photolabile pig-

6)
ment is perpendicular to the optic axis. Of interest is the fact that

curves  B and C are quite similar,  i.e., they only differ by about 20%.   This

suggests that pigment orientation in the receptor outer segment only in-

fluences receptor directionality in a limited manner.  In curves B and C (Fig.

2) only energy delivered to the outer segment is considered.  Treatment is

not given to path length within the outer segment or the probability of

propogation of energy to the cell terminations.  Second, we have omitted

discussing diffraction effects.
7)

1

j
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 top. .Schematic diagram of a cone receptor in the human retina

taken from Ref. 4 (original in G. Walls).  In this example

the ellipsoid region is highly tapered with a ratio of in-

ner segment to outer segment diameter· R;4.5.

Fig. 1 bottom. Construction of an ideal light collector for the case

e   = 139.
Max

Fig. 2. Angular acceptance of a e = 130 light collector.  Curvemax

A shows the acceptance of an ideal collector having walls

i                               with perfect reflectivity at all angles of incidence.  Curve

s                               B includes the effect of critical reflection at the wal
ls,

assuming a relative index of refraction n(inside)/n(outside)

= 1.04.  Curve C shows how B is modified by assuming the

orientation of the absorption axis of the photolabile pigr

ment is perpendicular to the optic axis.
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